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COVID-19 
Infection:  
Background

• Current evidence suggests that the virus that causes 
COVID-19 is transmitted between people through 
close contact and droplets. 

• People most at risk of acquiring the disease are 
those who are in contact with or care for patients 
with COVID-19.

• This inevitably places health care workers (HCW) at 
high risk of infection.

• Understanding how HCW exposure to COVID-19 
virus translates into risk of infection, it is critical to 
adhere to prevention and control 
recommendations.

• Eventually many facilities will be receiving positive 
COVID-19 patients who will require care. 



What we know about 
coronavirus and disease 
(COVID-19)

• Coronaviruses are a group of viruses 
belonging to the family of Coronaviridae, 
which infect both animals and humans

• Human coronaviruses can cause mild 
disease similar to common cold, while 
other cause more  severe disease and 
examples are: 

─ MERS (Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome)

─ SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome) 

• A new coronavirus that previously has not 
been identified in humans emerged in 
humans in Wuhan, China in December 
2019  



COVID-19 can produce many symptoms that range in severity. Most people will 
experience mild symptoms, but some people may show no symptoms—while 
others may become dangerously ill.



There are two known routes of transmission 
(WHO recommendations) 

Via respiratory droplets 
produced via sneezing, 

coughing which is directly 
inhaled person to person.

Via respiratory droplets landing on 
environmental surfaces surrounding 
the infected person (also known as 

the patient zone and the health 
zone) which are then transferred by 
the contact route via contaminated 

hands to a person’s face and mucous 
membranes.

Routes of Transmission
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COVID-19 Isolation Area Droplet and 
Contact Precautions



Epidemiology

“the branch of medicine which deals with the incidence, distribution, 
and possible control of diseases and other factors relating to health.”

• Incidence 

• Prevalence

• R0 and R

• Case Fatality Rate

• Mortality Rate

• Prevention 

• Infection, Prevention and Control (IPC)



Epidemiology 

• Outbreak: “more disease than would be expected”
• e.g. measles outbreaks

• Endemic: “diseases that remain in an area naturally” 
• Outbreaks can also occur in endemic areas

• Endemic diseases can be exported to other places, causing outbreaks

• Public Epidemic: “regional outbreak of a disease that spreads 
suddenly and unexpectedly”

• Pandemic: “worldwide, often rapid, spread of a disease”
• WHO declares and has implications for activation of worldwide response, 

national response, World Bank funding, etc.



Basic Reproduction Number (R0)

• “Number of cases directly generated by one case in completely 
susceptible population without interventions”

• Effective Reproduction Number (R):  “number of cases generated by 
one case with interventions/immunity” 
• Some individuals immunized or already infected/recovered

• Nonpharmaceutical Interventions (NPI) implemented (social distancing, 
quarantines, isolation, treatment)



• Typically cited as 2-3 but may be as 
high as 4.9; varies by population 
density and exposure patterns

• Probably about twice as 
transmissible as influenza



Case Fatality Rate 

• Case fatality rate/risk/ratio (CFR) is the ratio of deaths from a 
certain disease to the total number of people diagnosed with this 
disease for a certain period of time

Deaths/Total Cases = CFR

• During epidemics, CFR often initially over-estimated as predominantly 
testing cases that are sicker in hospital (numerator); then CFR is 
under-estimated as increase testing of mild cases (denominator) that 
have not yet resolved (recovered or died) 
• Longer time to resolution or death can make CFR look better than it really is 

until final outcome



Mortality Rate 

• Mortality rate (death rate): Number of deaths in general or due to 
specific cause in particular population per unit of time.

e.g. mortality rate of influenza per week is total deaths related to influenza

• Epidemic threshold: level of incidence (of disease or of death) above 
which an urgent response is needed; varies by disease.

e.g. For influenza, if the mortality rate >7.3% that is, by definition, an epidemic. 
Once it drops below that, it is no longer epidemic. CFR is 0.1% but the mortality 
rate per week in the hospital will rise and fall. 



Case Fatality rate 

• COVID-19: 0.7 to 3.4% (>5% in Wuhan itself during peak) 
• Will be higher without access to healthcare, oxygen and ventilators

• Spanish Influenza 1918:  >2.5%  Mostly younger people

• Seasonal Influenza: 0.1-0.2% 



• CFR with Comorbidities: 10.5% cardiovascular disease, 7% diabetes, 
6% each for chronic respiratory disease, hypertension, and cancer. 
Case fatality for patients who developed respiratory failure, septic 
shock, or multiple organ dysfunction was 49%.



Steps in outbreak investigation and response



Steps in outbreak investigation and response



Initial response: Determine the infectious period
• A person is deemed 

infectious for 48 hrs 
before symptom 
onset (or test date if 
asymptomatic), until 
14 days post 
symptom onset

• Determine the 
– dates that the person 

was in the facility 
whilst infectious

– Where the person 
was on those dates

• Use these dates to 
determine who the 
contacts are



Vaccine 



Treatment !!!!



Information

• Social media

Books 

Article

TV

…….



Psychosocial effects





Questions?



Thank you ……….


